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Abstract—This paper proposes a secure face recognition
scheme based on kernel sparse representation where facial images
are visually encrypted. In the proposed scheme, a noisy image
is added to all facial images, including a query image, to
protect facial images. Noise-added facial images are further
clipped for preventing unauthorized noise removing. Thanks
to these strategies, a leakage of facial images will not disclose
users’ privacy, even the noisy image is also leaked. That is, the
proposed scheme protects users’ privacy and does not need to
manage the noisy image securely. The proposed scheme directly
applies kernel sparse representation based face recognition to
noisy facial images, viz., decryption-free. Experimental results
demonstrate that the face recognition performance of kernel
sparse representation is not degraded, even facial images are
visually encrypted.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Face recognition is useful for various application such as
personal authentication systems, video surveillance, and so
on. Many researchers have studied various face recognition
methods, for example, methods using eigenfaces [1], fisherfaces [2], graph matching [3], laplacianfaces [4], local binary
patterns [5], and so on. Recently, a robust face recognition
method based on sparse representation [6] has drawn a lot of
attention. Furthermore, a kernel method has been introduced
to this recognition method to improve the recognition performance [7]. These methods, however, have a problem; Facial
images are not protected, i.e., users’ privacy will be disclosed
when facial images are leaked.
In order to protect original biometric images such as iris,
fingerprint, and facial images, cancelable biometrics-based
authentication systems have been proposed [8]–[10]. In these
system, biometric signals are severely distorted by a series of
intentional transformations to protect original biometric signals. Even so, signals can be compared in the distorted domain
because all signals including a query signal are transformed in
the same way. Transformations for cancelable biometrics are
classified to invertible and non-invertible [10]. Parameters for
the former have to be securely managed as a secret key so
that it prevents impostors from reversing a distorted signal to
the original signal. On contrast, the latter is good in terms of
security, but it degrades the recognition performance [8].
The concept of cancelable biometrics has been introduced
to sparse representation-based pattern recognition [6]. For
iris recognition, a sparse representation-based secure method
has been proposed [11] in which a dimension reduction
technique called random projection [12] is used as a non-

invertible transformation. Moreover, a cancelable biometricsbased privacy protection method has been proposed [13] for
the sparse representation-based robust face recognition [6];
the non-invertible transformation in this method consists of
adding a noisy image to all facial images and clipping the pixel
values of noise-added image. A secure method is desired to be
realized on kernel sparse representation-based face recognition
because of the performance superiority of the face recognition
method based on kernel sparse representation.
This paper proposes a new secure face recognition scheme;
The proposed scheme introduces the essence of the cancelable biometrics-based privacy protection method [13] to the
kernel sparse representation-based face recognition [7]. As
described in Sect. III-B2, the recognition based on kernel
sparse representation rather than the sparse representationbased recognition [6] is suitable for the privacy protection
method from the viewpoint of cancelable biometrics. The
recognition performance of the proposed secure scheme is
almost the same as that of the original insecure kernel sparse
representation-based face recognition method. The key, the
noisy image, is not needed to be securely managed since
the transformation for cancelable biometrics in the proposed
scheme is non-invertible.
II. P RELIMINARIES
This section introduces the sparse representation-based face
recognition [6] and its improved version, i.e., the face recognition based on kernel sparse representation [7]. Figs. 1 and
2 show the block diagram of the these two conventional
methods [6], [7], respectively.

A. Sparse Representation-Based Face Recognition
Training image I ∈ RH×W is vectorized to feature vector
v ∈ RM , where M is often equal to HW . For the i-th person
among K registered persons, set of training vectors
Ai = [vi,1 , . . . , vi,Ni ]
are given ahead. In this method [6], it is assumed that y ∈ RM ,
the feature vector of a query image which belongs to the i-th
person, is linearly approximated by only the training vectors
of the i-th person:
y = vi,1 xi,1 + · · · + vi,Ni xi,Ni = Ai xi .

(1)

Therefore, with all training vectors of K registered persons,
y can be written as
y = A1 0 + · · · + Ai−1 0 + Ai xi + Ai+1 0 + · · · + AK 0
= Ax0 ,

(2)

where

It is noted that Eqs. (4) and (7) can be solved in polynomial
time. Furthermore, fast algorithms for solving these problem
has been studied [14].
Finally, for the i-th person, the dimension-reduced query
vector, y0 , is reconstructed with Eq. (1) and x̂1 . Person C who
minimizes the residual between y0 and the reconstructed query
vector for the i-th person is regarded as the recognition result:
C = arg min y0 − A0 δi (x̂)
i

B. Kernel Sparse Representation-Based Face Recognition
In this method [7], feature vectors are observed in a higher
(possibly infinite) dimensional space to make training samples
well separable by using mapping function Φ:
(9)

where M  D. The inner product of two vectors on the high
dimensional space can be calculated with the vectors on input
space through a kernel function, k(·, ·), as

K

N = ∑ Ni .
i=1

Here the coefficient vector, x0 , is sparse because the coefficients unrelated to the i-th person are zero.
Solution x0 obtained by solving Eq. (2) is essential for
recognizing faces. If Eq. (2) is overdetermined, i.e., M > N,
the solution could be determined uniquely by using least
squares. However, in the sparse representation-based face
recognition [6], Eq. (2) is typically underdetermined, M < N.
Therefore, the solution could not be determined uniquely. Even
though, when optimal solution x0 is sparse, it is identical to
solution x̂ determined by solving the `0 -norm minimization
problem:

Φ(vi )T Φ(v j ) = k(vi , v j ).

α 0,
Φ(y) = Φ (A)α

y0 = By,

(5)

A0 = BA.

(6)

(11)

where
Φ (A) = [Φ(v1,1 ) . . . Φ(vK,NK )].
Eq. (11) can be transformed by Φ T as follows:
α 0,
Φ (A)T Φ(y) = Φ (A)T Φ (A)α
α 0,
k(·, y) = Kα

(12)

where
k(·, y) = [k(v1,1 , y), . . . , k(vK,NK , y)]T ∈ RN

(4)

In this method [6], Eq. (4) is solved after the dimension
of feature vectors are reduced. Though some techniques for
dimension reduction are introduced in this method [6], this
paper supposes random projection [12] as the dimension reduction technique. By random projection with random matrix
B ∈ Rd×M , feature vectors v ∈ RM are projected onto a d
dimensional subspace where d < M. Therefore, a query vector,
y ∈ RM , and the set of training vectors, A ∈ RM×N , are
projected as y0 ∈ Rd and A0 ∈ Rd×N respectively:

(10)

Sparse representation-based face recognition is performed
to feature vectors in the high dimensional space. Eq. (2) is,
then, described as

(3)

If optimal solution x0 is sufficiently sparse, x̂ is the same as
the solution of the following `1 -norm minimization problem:

K = [k(·, v1,1 ), . . . , k(·, vK,NK )] ∈ RN×N .

(13)

The solution is determined as well as Eq. (4):
α 1 = min kα
α k1 subject to k(·, y) = Kα
α.
α̂

(14)

Similar to Eq. (7), applying random projection with random
matrix B ∈ Rd×N makes Eq. (12) being
α 1 = min kα
α k1 subject to k0 (·, y) = K0 α ,
α̂

(15)

where
k0 (·, y) = Bk(·, y) ∈ Rd ,
K0 = BK ∈ Rd×N .

(16)

As well as Eq. (8), person C is identified by

Using Eqs. (5) and (6), Eq. (4) can be written as
x̂1 = min kxk1 subject to y0 = A0 x.

(8)

Φ(v) = [φ1 (v), . . . , φD (v)]T ∈ RD ,

x0 = [0, . . . , 0, xi , 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ RN ,

x̂1 = min kxk1 subject to y = Ax.

,

where δi (x̂) is the function which replaces the coefficients for
training vectors unrelated to the i-th person by zeros, i.e.,

δi [x̂1,1 , . . . , x̂K,NK ]T = [0, . . . , 0, x̂i,1 , . . . , x̂i,Ni , 0, . . . , 0]T .

A = [A1 . . . AK ] ∈ RM×N ,

x̂0 = min kxk0 subject to y = Ax.

2

(7)

α)
C = arg min k0 (·, y) − K0 δi (α̂
i

2

.

(17)
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The next section proposes a secure face recognition scheme
based on this kernel sparse representation-based face recognition method [7].
III. P ROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, a secure face recognition scheme based
on the kernel sparse representation [7] using the cancelable
biometrics-based privacy protection method [13] is proposed.
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed scheme.
A. Algorithms
The proposed scheme consists of three steps:
1) Add a noisy image to all facial images.
2) Clip the images generated in step 1 to the dynamic range
of original images.
3) Perform kernel sparse representation-based face recognition [7].
Steps are described in the subsequent sections.
1) Adding a Noisy Image: For visual encryption of facial
images, noisy image R ∈ RH×W is added to facial image I:
Ĩ = I + R,

(18)

where Ĩ is the visually encrypted facial image. R is generated
as a uniformly distributed random integer matrix in [−s, s].
2) Clipping: Above mentioned noisy image addition does
not make the proposed scheme well secure. If an adversary
gets Ĩ and R, he/she can easily reconstruct the original image
I by subtracting R from Ĩ. To prevent such unauthorized
reconstruction, Ĩ is clipped to the dynamic range of the original
images:
Ǐ = clip(Ĩ),
(19)
where Ǐ ∈ [Imin , Imax ] is the clipped image.
3) Recognition: Query vector y̌ and set of training vectors
Ǎ = [v̌1,1 , . . . , v̌K,NK ] are generated from noise added-andclipped facial images or cancelable biometrics transformed
images. Then, kernel sparse representation-based face recognition [7] is performed on derived vectors. In the proposed
scheme, Eq. (14) is expressed as below:
α 1 = min kα
α k1 subject to ǩ0 (·, y̌) = Ǩ0 α ,
α̌

(20)

where
ǩ(·, y̌) = B[k(v̌1,1 , y̌), . . . , k(v̌N,NK , y̌)]T ,
Ǩ = B[ǩ(·, v̌1,1 ) . . . ǩ(·, v̌N,NK )].

i

2

This section summarizes the features of the proposed
scheme.
1) Key Protection Free: By clipping in step 2, subtracting
noisy image R from clipped image Ǐ cannot reconstruct
original image I, i.e., non-invertible. In addition, obtaining R
does not help an adversary to reconstruct I, i.e., R, which is
the key for privacy protection, can be disclosed to the public.
2) Immune to Adding a Noisy Image: Adding noisy image
R does not degrade the recognition rate of the kernel sparse
representation-based face recognition [7]. Let consider the
inner product for two training vectors:

.

(21)

ṽ1,1 = v1,1 + n,

(22)

ṽ2,1 = v2,1 + n,

(23)

where n is the feature vector of noisy image R. Here, kernel
function is assumed to radial basis function (RBF) kernel:

k(a, b) = exp −γka − bk22 ,
(24)
where γ is a positive parameter. Then,
k(ṽ1,1 , ṽ2,1 ) = exp −γ||ṽ1,1 − ṽ2,1 ||22



= exp −γ||v1,1 + n − v2,1 − n||22

= exp −γ||v1,1 − v2,1 ||22
= k(v1,1 , v2,1 ).



(25)

This relation holds for any possible pairs of training vectors.
Therefore, in performing kernel sparse representation-based
face recognition [7], adding a noisy image is a transformation
of cancelable biometrics.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section demonstrates that the proposed scheme keeps
the recognition performance of kernel sparse representationbased face recognition [7], even facial images are visually
encrypted.
The conventional methods [6], [7], [13] and the proposed
scheme were performed for ORL face database [15] which
consists of 400 frontal facial images of 40 individuals. Here,
this database were randomly divided into 200 training images
and 200 query images, and the recognition was performed for
every query images. This trial was repeated ten times and the
recognition rates was averaged over 2000 (200 images × 10
times) query images. Kernel function used in kernel sparse
representation-based face recognition [7] and the proposed
scheme was radial basis function kernel in Eq. (24), where
parameter γ was calculated by


1
γ = median
,
(26)
kvk − v̄k22
v̄ =

Then, as well as Eq. (17), person C is identified by
α)
C = arg min ǩ0 (·, y̌) − Ǩ0 δi (α̂

B. Features

1 N
∑ vk .
N k=1

(27)

Noisy image R was generated as uniformly distributed random
integer matrix in [−s, s].
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Fig. 4 shows images in the proposed scheme in which an
adversary can not obtain original image I by subtracting R
from Ǐ, where s = 1000. Fig. 5 shows the recognition rates of
the conventional [6], [7], [13] and proposed methods versus
reduced dimension d, where s = 1000. It is found that the privacy protection method using a noisy image [13] is applicable
for kernel sparse representation-based face recognition [7] with
keeping the face recognition performance.
Fig. 6 shows the recognition rates versus the range of
noisy image R, s, of the conventional [13] and proposed
methods, under the condition that dimension d’s were 100
(underdetermined) and 200 (overdetermined). The more s
increases, the more the number of clipped pixels in a facial
image increases. Even so, the recognition rate of the proposed
scheme degrades more gradually than that of the conventional
method [13]. This result shows that the proposed scheme is
more robust to clipping than the conventional method [13].
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a secure face recognition scheme
for kernel sparse representation. The proposed scheme makes
kernel sparse representation-based face recognition [7] secure
based on the cancelable biometics-based privacy protection
method [13]. The kernel sparse representation-based face
recognition is suitable for the protection method [13], and
the proposed scheme is superior in the recognition performance to the conventional sparse representation-based secure

method [13].
Further works include the robustness evaluation of the privacy protection method [13] against noise reduction filters and
analysis of the clipping effect to the recognition performance
theoretically.
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